Thanks to the steadfast support of our community, the tireless work of our staff, and the incredible women who decided to make JP a partner in their journey, our Austin program grew by 89% last year. We deepened our investments in single moms as students, parents, and leaders in our community, and celebrated with six moms as they graduated with degrees in Health Information Systems, Psychology, English, and more. We continued providing housing for JP families on our residential campus and expanded our 2Gen programming to reach even more moms and children in our community.

“Since joining JP, I have made goals for myself that I will accomplish. I am supported in every endeavor, and that has created stability for my son and I so that I feel strong enough in my decisions towards the future. At last, I have found my tribe of understanding and of support.”

—JP AUSTIN MOM

In 2021, JP Austin served the highest number of families in our history.
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248 Lives Impacted
AN 89% INCREASE OVER 2020

2,178 Family Coaching Sessions
TOTALING MORE THAN 1,400 HOURS OF FUTURE-FOCUSED SUPPORT AND PLANNING

47 Children Benefited
FROM HIGH-QUALITY EARLY LEARNING IN OUR ON-SITE CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER

33 children participated in one or more summer enrichment opportunities — everything from STEM camp to Spanish immersion to gymnastics classes

26 Mothers Completed
OUR 12-WEEK EMPOWERMENT & LEADERSHIP COURSE

1200 PAUL TERESA SALDAÑA STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702

2021 IMPACT REPORT